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that the average quantity of gelatine emulsion requir- ship of 7,000 tom; needs no more officers than does one 
ed for eoating a whole plate is a fluid drachm. 80 that of 3,500. The cost of propelling a large ship is not 
if four whole plates or their equivalent are stripped, double the cost of one of half the capacity at the 
we shall get about half an ounce of emulsion, which same speed. 

�Anatomy and Zoology.-Prix Bordin (not awarded); 
Prix Savigny. divided between Dr. Jousseaume and 
M. R. P. Camboue; Prix 'l'hore (not awarded); Prix 
Serres, M. Camille Dareste. 

will be plenty for our purpose. "These large vessels demand room in which to turn Me(lieine and Su,l ·gel'y.-Pr i x Mont yon, divided be
twePIl M. Felix Guyoll, M. Auguste Ollivier and M. 
Paul Richer; IIIPlltions were aceorded to M. Ch. Fies
singer, MM . •  J. Chauvel and H. Nimier, and M. Ch. 
Mauriac; Prix Breant. divided betwePrI M. G. Colin 
and M. A. Layet; Prix Godard, M. Samuel Pozzi; 
honorable mention, MM. Ch. Monod and O. Terrillon ; 
Prix Barbier, M. Claude Martin; honorable mention, 
M. Gaston Lyon and M. B. Dupuy; Prix Lallemand, 
divided between Mme. Dejerine-Klumpke and M. G. 
Guinon; Prix Dusgate (not awarded); Prix Bellion 
(not awarded) ; Prix Mege, M. Nicaise. 

When the films have been collected, they should be and malleuver. The width of the stream must not be 
placed in a bottle and dissolved in a ISmail quantity of 

I 
reduced. As the street must be widened, let this take 

water by thtl aid of heat, a conple of ounces of strong place toward the city. Go back to Front street, go 
nitrie aeid added, and the mixture allowed to digest I back to Second street, if necessary, and clear the entire 
over heat for a few hours. At the end of that time the ground. Make the new street what it should be; suit
haloids will be precipitated at the bottom of the able for the business of this city a hundred years hence. 
ve6sel. The city will lose nothing in the present by takillg 

Alcohol in an emulsion can be detected by treating such a course. 
a small quantity of it with sulphuric acid, when the H A street having the width mentioned would give 
characteristic odor of ether will be given off. The room for light tracks for railways, a double track street 
amount present is never large, so that distillation car line alld a broad road way for teams. There would 
i n  order to get at the precise quantity is really unne- also be room along the bulkhead for sheds, through 
cessary. It is improbable that antiseptics are added which the comwerce of swall craft would be carried 
to modern emulsions, hence it is needless to test for on." 
them. The slight excess of soluble bromide present is 
of no importance in allY treatment which the unexpos
ed films may receive.-Tho mas Bedding, in Br. Jour. 
of Photo. 

PHILADELPHIA A PORT OF ENTRY. 
WE give from The M anufar:tul'e1' an engraving of a 

plan proposed by Mro F. A. Mahan, for th'e conversion 
of Philadelphia into a port of entry. ThiR is to be 
accomplished by a purchase of the private property 
along the Delaware river front, so as to make a broad 
and noble avenue, 375 feet in width, on which the 
largest steamers afloat may find ample and conve
nieut di�chal'ge. The enterprise proposed is a grand 

IRON-ALUMINUM ALLOY. 
A PROCESS for adding a slight percentage of alumi

num to iron, thereby increasing its strength, has been 
experimented upon for some time in Germany. Most 
of the processes thus far tried have been quite expen
sive, but the one referred to aims to reduce this ex
pense to a very small figure. According to the Rail
way Review, a certain amount of emery and alum, 
generally in the form of a fine powder, is added to the 
pig in the cupola, or is put in the blast furnace, and it 
is claimed that under great heat the reaction of the 
alum on the emery produces vapors of metallic aillmi
n urn, which immediately forms with the iron an alloy 

Physiology -Prix Mont yon, divided equally between 
M. E. Gley and M. E. Wertheimer; honorable men
tion, M. E. A. Alix and MM. G. Artbaud a n d  L. Butte; 
Prix Pourat (not awarded). 

General Pl'izes.-Prix Mont yon (Unhealthy Indus
tries), M. Casimir Toilet; Prix Jerome Ponti, M. R. P. 
Colin; Prix Tremont, M. Beau de Rochas ; Prix Geg
ner, M. Paul Serret; Prix Delalande-Guerineau, Dr. 
Verneau; Prix de la fondation Leconte, M. Prosper de 
Lafitte; Prix Laplace, M. Bailly. 

The following prizes were proposed for the year 
1891 : 

Prix Francceur: For discoveries or useful works 
tending to further the progress of pure and applied 
mathematics. 

Prix Poncelet: For the author of any work tending 
most to further the progress of pure and applied 
mathematics. 
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Total distance from building' line on Delaware Avenue to end of piers, 850 feet. Width of sidewalk. 20 feet. Roadway, 70 feet. Steam railroad tracks, 80 feet. 
Bulkhead sheds, 80 feet. Length of piers, 600 feet. 

SU(tG��STIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE DELAWARE RIVER FHON'!', PHILADELPHIA. 

one, and if carried out on the scale proposen, WOllin 
have the effect to increa�e the commercial pro�perity 
of the city of Brotherly Love in a very markerl degree. 
Philanelphia is already the greatest manufacturing 
center in this country, and almost �tanns first in wealth 
and population. All she neens in order to eclipse the 
other larger cities i_ t.he adrlition of new and superior 
marine facilit.ie,. Were Philarlelphia in possession of 
the splendid bays ann harhors whi<Jh New York en
joys, 01' free water communication with the great lakes 
such as Chicago cOlIlmand�, it is probable that Phila
delphia wouln be the equal of London, both in popu
lation and financial power. 

Mr. Mahan Rays: "Of tile five essential features of 
a great port, Philadelphia posse8�es none. Access to the 
sea is impossible at all tillle" for vpssels of the larll'est 
size. There are neit.her the wharves nor t.he wharf 
eqllipillent. for loading and unloading a large vessel 
quickly. The means of acces, to and departure from 
the wharves are inconvenient. to the last degree on 
the city sille. Access to tlH' interior of the country 
is only to be had by rail. COllvpniences for repairl'< 
are not up to the standard of a large commerce, ann 
prices are such that a foreign ship will wait. if possi
ble, to have her overhauling done at the home port. 

H'l'he most important part of the great Ilndel·taking
of making Philadelphia a seaport of the first orner i s  
a broarl street for traffic. A width o f  less than 125 
yards from the bulkhean line to the building line 
should not be consideren. The ships of the future 
will probably be larger than those of the present, as 
those of the present are larger t.han those of the past.. 
The reason is plain. The larger the ship, the less ex
pensive proportionately are the running expenses. A 

which is not affected by the later action ot the blast, 
all of the aluminum being found in the iron that 
leaves the furnace or cnpola. 

PRIZES AWARDED AND O}<'FERED AT THE 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, PARIS, ON DE
CEMBER 29, 1890. 

Extraorninary Prize of 6.000 francs: Any improve
ments tending to increase the efficiency of the French 
naval forces. 

Prix Mont yon : Mechanics. Prix Plumey : Improve
ment of steam engines or any other in vention contri
buting most to the progress of steam navigation. Prix 
Dalmont: For the engineer who shall present to the 
a(�anemy the best work on bridges or on highways. 
Prix Fourneyron: Improvements in the theory of 

THE following prizes were awarded to successful steam eng'ines which take most account of t.he changes 
competitors in 1890: of heat between the water and the cylinders and 

Geometry.-Grand Prix des Sciences Mathematiques, tubes. 
M. Paul Painleve; honorable mention. M. Leon Au· Prix Lalande: Astronom y. Prix Damoiseau: Im
tonne; Prix Bordin (not. a" arned); Prix Francceur, provements of the lunar theory which consiner in
M. Maximilien Marie; Prix Poncelet, M. Ie General equalities of long period caused by planets. Prix Valz: 
Ibpnpz. Astronomy. Prix Janssen : Astronomical physics. 

Mechanics.-Extraordinary prize of 6.000 frllncs-this Prix Montvon : Statistics. 
has been nividen between M. Madamet, MM. Lenieu Prix L. La Caze: The best work on physics, chem-
and Cadiat, and M. LOllis Fave; Prix Mont yon, M Ie istry, and physiology. 
Colonel Locher; Prix Plumey, M. Jules-Ernest Bou- Prix J ecker: Inorganic chemistry .. Prix Delesse: 
log-ne. The author of the best work on geological science, or, 

Astronomy.-Prix Lalanne, M. J. V. Schiaparelli; in default of such, mineralogical science. Prix Bordin: 
Pl'ix Damoiseau (not awarnen); Prix Valz, Prof. S. de The study of the phenomena of the fecundation of 
Gla-ellapp; Prix Janssen, Prof. C. A. Young. Phanerogamic plant!', with partiCUlar reference to the 

St(ltistics.-·Prix Mont yon, Dr. Paul Topinard; hon- division and transport of the cellular nucleus: also the 
orable mention. M. Dislere. 8tudy of the connections which exist between these 

Chemistl'y.-Prix Jecker, divined between the late phenomena and those observed in the animal king-
M. Isambert ann M. Maurice Hauriot. dom. Prix Bordin: Comparative study of the audi-

Geology.-Prix Vaillant, M. Marcel Bertrand; Prix tory nerves of warm-blooded Verte brata ; Mammiferre 
Fontannes, M. Ch. Deperet. and Birds. Prix Desrnazieres: The hest work on the 

Physical Geography.-Prix Gav, M. Franz Schrader. whole or any part of Cryptogamic flora. Prix Mon
Botany.-Prix DesUlazieres. M. Maurice Gomont; tagne: The author of important works on the ana

Prix Montall'ne, divided between M. Paul Hariot and I tomy, physiology, development, or description of the 
Dr. Albert Billet. lower Cryptogamic plants. Prix Thore: Works on the 
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cellular Oryptogams of Europe, and on the habits or 
anatomy of any species of European insect, alternately. 
Grand Prix des Sciences Physiques: On the organs of 
sense of Invertebrata, from an anatomical and physio
logical point of view. The prize may be awarded for 
a complete work on one of the organs of sense in a 
group of Invertebrata. Prix Savigny: For young 
zoological travelers. Prix da Gama Machado: On the 
colored parts of t.he tegumentary system of animals, 
or on the genital matter of living beings_ Prix Mon
tyon: Medicine and surgery. Prix Breant: The dis
covery of a cure for Asiatic cholera. Prix Godard: On 
the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of genito
urinary organs. Prix Ohaussier: Illiportant works in 
legal or practical medicine. Prix Barbier: The most 
important discovery in surgery, medicine, pharmacy, 
and botany, having reference to the healing art. Prix 
Lallemand : Researches on the nervous system in the 
widest sense of the tenu. Prix Bellion : Works or dis
coveries serviceable to the health or to the improve
ment of the human species. Prix Meg-e : The author 
of a continuation and completion of Dr, Mege's essay 
on the causes that have retarded or favored the ad
vancement of medicine_ Prix Mont yon : Experimental 
physiology, Pl'ix POl1l'at: Functions of thyroid bodies. 
Prix MartilJ-Dalllourette: Therapeutic physiology. 
Prix Gay: Newly formed lakes and how they becollle 
stocked. Prix Mont yon : Unhealthy industries. Prix 
Cuvier: 'fhe most remarkable work on the anilllal 
creation, or on geology. Prix Tremont: For any n atu
ralist, artist, or mechanic, needing help for carrying 
out any project useful and glorious fol' France. Prix 
GAgner: In aid of any man of sciellce di�tinguiRhed 
for his works toward the advancement of the positive 
sciences. Prix Jean Reynaud: For' the most meri
torious work produced in a period of fi ve years, Prix 
Petit d'Orllloy : Pure and applied mathematics, or ap
plied and natural science. Prix Lapl.lce: For the best 
student Teaving the Ecole Poly technique. 

[Continued from SUPPLEMENT, No, 789, page l2t509.] 

THE POWER OF WA'fER, OR HYDRAULICS 
SIMPLIFIED. 

By G. D, HISCOX. 

THE FLOW OF WATER THROUGH PIPES. 

THE practical conditions of flow of water through 
long pipes depends upon head ,or height of source 
above point of discharge, length and diameter of pi pe, 
and friction; the active powel' beilJg gravity. 

1'he laws in relation to the flow may be briefly sum· 
med up as follows : 

1st. The loss in fri!ltion is proportional to the length 
of the pipe, with equal velocities, 

2d. The friction increases nearly as the square of the 
velocity, 

3d. The friction decreases with the increase of dia
meter of the pipe, for a given length. 

4th. It increases with the roughness of the interior 
surface. 

5th. It is independent of the pressure. 
6 tho In wooden pipes the friction is 1'75 greater 

than in metal pipes. 
In order to utilize the full flow of water throu!"h 

pipes by gravity or pressure, the entering end should 
be bell-mouthed or curved out in a long cone, eight or 
ten times the diameter of the pipe in length, the end 
of the cone or bell being no larger than twice the area 
of the pipe_ 

In Fig. 15 are illustrated the conditions for the follow-

ing formula and tahlE's in which the height is the ver
tical elevation of the su rface of the water in th e reser
voir or pond above the point of discharge, and 
the length of pipe along its line; not the horizontal 
distance. 

The apparently simple formula for the flow of water 
through long pipes may be expressed thus: 

'\I' l:�g�h X 4'71 = volume in cubic 

feet per minute; where d is the internal diameter of 
the pipe In inches, raised to its fifth power, or multi
plied 4 times upon itself and its sums. Thus the fifth 
power of 2 is 2 X 2 = 4 X 2 = 8 X 2 = 16 X 2 = 32, The 
fifth power of 3 mul tiplied in the sallie manner is 343. 
h is the head or height of water supply above the 
orifice; l is the total length of the pipe; and 4'71 
is a coefficient applicable to the varying couditions of 
the square root of the other terms of the equation. 

The sq uare roots for all numbers up to 1,600, with a 
simple rule for any number hig-her, and for decimals, 
may be obtained from Haswell's or Nystrom's engi
neers' pocket books. 

For example: What will be the flow from a 2 inch 
pipe 1,000 feet long, with a fall of 25 feet? The for
mula will then be: 

'\I'
251�O�

5 
X 4'71 = volume in cubic feet per minute. 

'The fifth power of 2 is 32 X 25 = 1��0 = 0'8 and square 

equation for a discharge of cubic feet per minute, for 
round tubes_ 

The quantities in the table, opposite the sizes of pipe, 
represent the square root of the fifth power of the di
ameter of the pipe in inches, multiplied by 4'71, from 
Eytelwein's forll lula. 

Diam, 
inches. 

1� 
1)4 
1� 
2 
2).2 
� 
3� 
4 

�'abnlar 
No, 

08:3 
2'29 
4'71 
8'48 

13 02 
26'69 
46-67 
n'55 

108 14 
151 '02 

Diam. 
inch"", 

4� 
5 
6 
8 

10 
12 
14 
15 
16 
18 

Tabular 
No. 

194'84 
263'87 
416 54 
81'i4'\J\j 

1.493'5 
2,:356'0 
3,463'3 
4,115 ' 9 
4,836'9 
u,493 1 

I Diam, 

, 
in9hes. 

II 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
:30 
36 I 42 
48 

TabrIlar 
No. 

8,449'0 
1u,722 0 
13,�28'0 

16,278,0 
19,592'0 
2:1,282'0 
36,725-0 
5il,995 0 
75,:392 0 

By the use of this table the more simple formula of 

LOSS OF HEAD BY FRICTI ON OF WATER IN PIPES. 

ciency of flow is required. The entrance heads of all 
pipes, especially where the largest efficiency is re
quired, a6 for power purpOSBS, s hould have a long bell 
mouth, and, if possible, with an increasing curve, for 
the purpose of avoiding the loss by the contracted vein 
at entrance head. This llIay be no longer than frolll 
6 to 10 times the diameter of the pipe. For entrance 
heads at springs and reservoirs, the bell mouth may be 
made of galvanized sheet iron, and neatly inserted in 
the socket of the wrought iron pipe. For cast iron, 
t hey are made under the name of reducing pieces, 
with the small end to fit the socket end of the cast iron 
pipe. 

The following table, showing the computed 108s of 
head by friction in pipes from 1 to 14 inches in dia
meter, and for a length of 100 feet; will be found very 
con venient, the loss of head being proportionable 
for any multiple of 100 feet, friction being in propor
tion to the water surface of the pipe, also the discharge 
in cubic feet for different velocities, and the velocity of 
a given discharge for various size pipes from 1 inch to 
14 inches in diameter: 

COMPUTED FOR PIPES ONE HUNDRED FEET LONG. 

IU8ide Diameter of Pipe in Inches. 

-- -- -- -- --
I 0'321, 0'588 1'30 0'294 

2 0'654 1'97 2'60 0'989 
3 0'981 4'05 3'90 2'02 

-- --
2'95 0'196 
5'89 0'059 
8'83 1'35 

--
5'22 

]0'44 
15'67 

---
0'147 
0'494 
1 '02 

8'17 0'118 11'77 0'098 20'88 0'074 :l�nol 0'059 47'10 0'049 
16'34 O'3'J5 2'J'54 0'329 41'76 0-247 65 '40 , 0'198 94'20 0'164 
24'51 0'815 35'32 0'67\1 62'64 0-509 98-15 0'407 141'00 o'sao 
32'69 1'37 47'09 1'14 tXl-52 0856]30'85 0-685 ]8l:!'40: 0'570 

64'08 
128'16 
192'24 
256-32 
320 40 
384 48 
448 57 
5 12'66 
676 75 
640'84 
704 '9:\ 
769'02 
tXl3'lO 
897'18 
961'27 

1025'36 
1089'45 
1153'54 
1217'6a 
12S1'72 

0'042 
0' 141 
02!J1 
0'4hll 
0'7:1a 
1m 
1';JH 
1'75 
:n7 
2'64 
3']5 
3'71 
4'30 
4 95 
5 64 
11'37 
7'15 
7 9fl 
8-81 
9 71 

40'87 2'05 58'87 171 104'40 1-28 1163'50 1 03 2:15'40 0'855 
49'05 2'87 70'64 2-39 1 2;')'28 1'79 1190-20 1'43 232'50 1'20 

4 1'30 6'84, 5'20 3'42 11'80 2'28 20'89 1 71 
" 1'63 10'2 6'50 1'i'l4 14'70 3'43 26'12 2 ' 57 

7'17 17 70 4'78 31'34 3'59 
57'22 3'81 8'�'41 3'18 14616 2 39 �28'90 1'90 329'60,1'59 
65'40 4'89 94'19 4'07 167'04 3'06 261'1\0 2'45 376"70 2'04 

6 1'911 l4'3 7'80 
7 2'29 19'1 9-10 9-52 20'60 6 3;; 36'57 4 77 
8 2'61 24'4 10'40 12'2 
9 2'94 30'3 11'70 15'2 

10 3'27 37'0 13'0 18'5 
11 3'59 44'1 14'3 22 0 
12 3 H2 51'9 15'6 26'0 
13 4'25 60'0 16 9 30'0 

23'56 S'H 
26'51 ]012 
29'45 12'32 
3240 14'71 
35'34 17'31 
38'33 20'10 

41 79 
47'02 
52'24 
57'47 
62'70 
6792 

6'11 
7'59 
9'24 

11'03 
12'98 
15'08 

73'57 6'0, J05'97 [,'06 187'9"2 3'79 29i'29 3'03 423'80 1 2'53 
81'75 7'39 117'74 6 Hl 2U8'80 4'62 327'00 3 70 470'90 3 02 
89'92 8'82 129'52 7 36 2'�9'68 5 [>2 359'70 4'41 518'00 3'68 
98'10 10'88 HUm 8 ' 07 2W'56 6'49 392'39 5'19 56,)'10 4'32 

106'271206 J.53'07 1005 271'44 7'[,4 42,,'09 6'03 612'20 5'03 
11 4'58 69'0 18'2 
15 4'90 79'0 19'5 
16 5'23 88 0 20'8 
17 I 5'56 100'0 22'1 
18 5'89 1 11'0 23'4 
19 6 21 ]23'0 24 7 
20 6 54 136'0 26'0 

34 '0 41'23 2312 
:19'0 44'20 26'32 
44'0 47'12 29'72 
4\1'0 50 05 383:l 
5Ii'0 53'0 37-14 
61'0 5Ii-95 41'12 
68'0 58 89 45'32 

rJ'15 
78':18 
83-60 
88'83 
94'05 
\J9'28 

104'50 

17'34 
19'14 
22"9 
2500 
27'86 
30-84 
33'99 

114'45 13'87 lfi4-M !l'W 292'H2 8'67 457'79 6 9H 659'00 5 '78 
122'62 15'7!l 176'63 13-16 313'20 9-S7 490'49 7'90 706-35 6'38 
l30'SIl 17-Hil 18R'4014'86 a34'0811-15 5ZnH 8'92 75:l'45 7'43 
188'9720'00 200'18 16'67 3[,4'96 12'50 5li5'88,lO'OO 800'50 R'33 
147'15 22'29 211'\)0,18'57 375'8413'93 588, '58111 ' 14 847'(;1) 9'29 
J55'32 24'67 223'7:l 20-56 396'7215'42 6'!1'2812'34 �94'70 1lI'2S 
163'50 27'19 235'51122 66 417'(j()17'OO 653'9h13 6U 941'75

1
11'38 

Tabular number 

'\I'Length of pipe = volume in cu. ft. per minute. 
Head or heigllL 

Take the terms of the last example for a 2 inch pipe, 
the tabular number for a 2 inch pipe is 26'69, The 

26'69 
, '\1'1000 1000 equatIOn then becomes -- . then -- = 40 and 25 25 

_ /- 26'69 
422 b' f ' v 40 = 6'324, and 

6 '324 
= ' cu IC eet per mInute. 

For the velocity of flow in pipes. where the area and 
quantity are both known, the simple equation is 

Volume in cubic feet �:":::"-,-- ---:;--;-- or Area in square feet 
Volume in cubic feet X 144 square inches per foot or 

Area hi-sqlIare inc!ieS-
-
-------

V X .!�-
5
4 = velocity in feet per minute. 

D2 X 0'78 
When D is the dia.meter in inches and V is the volume 
in cubic feet per minute, o r  if in gallons, divide by 7'48 
for cu bic feet. 

Again, taking the preceding example of a 2 inch pipe 
discharging 4'22 cubic feet per minute, 

4
'��1�1�

44 
= 193'34 feet per minute velocity, 

If the diameter of the pipe is given in feet and deci
mals of a foot, the equation becomes simply 

Volume 
I 't ' f t ' t 

D
2 X 0'7854 = ve oc! y In ee per mInU e. 

The loss of head due to curyes. as when the pipe is 
bent to a radius of over 15 diameters, needs no consid
eration in ordinary practice, but for cast iron elbows 
as used with wrought iron pipe, the square of the ve
locity in feet per second X 0'139 for 45 deg, elbows, and 
0'98 for right angle elbows; and product divided by 
twice gravity, 

V2 X 0'139 -(41)3 or 

V' X 0-98 
(\4"33 

will be the loss of head in feet or decimals of a foot for 
each elbow respecth'ely. 

An example becomes for one right-angled elbow for 
velocity as per last example, 

�� = i!'2 feet per second velocity. 
60 seconds 
3'2' X 0-98 Then �33 ' 

= 0-156 foot, lo�s of head for one elbow. 

'l'he above table will also be found convenient for 
engineers using pumping machinery, for ascertain
ing the work of the pump due to friction; thus, in 
pumping through 250 feet of 1 inch pipe at the rate of 
3'27 cubic feet per minute, a s  per table, the velocity is 
found to be 10 feet per second, and the friction 37 feet 
for 100 feet of pipe; 37 X 2� hundred feet equals 92� 
feet head, and 92� X 0'433 = 40 lb. pressure per square 
inch, due to friction alone. Any quantity in dfscharge 
between the figures as given in the table will have 
eq ual proportions in each of the columns for velocity 
and friction. 

(To be continued.) 

[Continued from SUPPLEMENT, No. 790, page 12618.1 
ELECTRIC MOTIVE POWER ON ELEVATED 

RAILWAYS.* 
By WILLIAM NELSON SMITH. 

GENERAL DESIGN OF AN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR 

THE ELEVA'l'ED ROADS OF CHICAGO. 

HAVING outlined the general method to be followed 
in designing the electrical equipment of an elevated 
road, we will now look more closely into the various 
details, as affected by the given conditions. 

Ohicago was selected as the scene of operations for 
�everal reasons. Three elevated systems are now pro
jected or in process of construction in that city. As 
they will not be in operation fOl' sume time to come, 
there is perhaps a slight chance that one or more of 
them might make a trial of electrical Illotive power, 
which would not be prejudicial to the traffic of the 
road at the outstart, when it is, of course, prOblemati
cal. Electrical motive power is much more likely to 
be adopted on an entirely new system than on any that 
are now operated by steam, for the reason that any 
failures or breakdowns would not cau�e aR much gen
eral ill convenience nor really damage the traffic on an 
entirely new road, where the traffic was as yet unset
tled, as on an older sy8tem on whose regularity of opera
tion some tens of thousands of people might be abso
lutely dependent. 

So it was thought best to make all estimates for roads 
not yet completed, in order that there lIIight be a 
shadow of po�sibility of the adoption of electl'icity at 
the outstart, and that the idea might therefore seem 
1II0re practicable than if plans wel'e simply made for 
the substitution of electricity on a line now operated 
by steam. As has been said before, the forlller and 
not the latter way will probably be the path of progress 
in this direction. 

There are three lines now under way in Chicago, the 
West Ohicago Rapid Transit 00., the South Ohicago 
Rapid Transit 00" and the Lake Street Elevated Rail
road Co. The first starts at Market Street, between 
Washington and Randol ph, and cuts through huildings 
and all directly west to Hal�tead, rUlls north on Hal
stead to Randolph, we�t on Randol ph to Ogden Avenue 
and along the latter to Ora wford A venue, a distance of 
about five and one-ha If miles. This amount is so small that it may be discarnerl for 

a half dozpn elbows where the velocitv is under 5 feet 
per second, Where pipes of moderate"length and high 
velocities are to he u,ed, ann the highest efficiency re
quired, elbows should he discarded and IOllg radiu� 

Toot of 0'8 is 0'894 X 4'71 = 4'21 cubic feet per minute, bends used, as a �ingle example with a velocity of 10 
and 4'21 X 779' = 31'57 gallons per minute. feet per second will show. 

The South Chicago line, cOlllmonly called the " Alley 
road," starts at Vall Buren Street, and will run when 
completed a distance of seven and one-half miles, 
though only about three and one-half is at present un
der construction. It follows the all .. y bet ',\Teen State 
Street and Wabash Avenue, the entire distance, from 
Van B nren to 37th Street. For COli \'enience we append a table containing the 

equivalellt of the square root of the fifth power by 'rhen � 0'98 
= 1'52 feet loss of head for each short 

in version of the other terms for ordinarv sizes of iron 64'33 
pipe from � inch to 48 inches in diameter. I elbow of 90 deg This requires only the factors of head and length of ' 
pipe, with the tabular number for size, to complete the Gate valves should be used wherever greatest effi-
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The Lake Street road starts at Canal Street and runM 
west on Lake Street to the city limits. It will be f'X
tended eventually to Oak Park or beyono. anil will be 

• A thesis read at Sibley College, Cornell University, May,1890. 
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